physical protection systems

Doors and windows
When safety matters

Blast mitigation
The blast mitigation system
includes both commercial
off-the-shelf solutions
as well as tailored made
projects. All products are
based on an energy absorbing system.
The products we offer meet
the highest blast protection
requirements.

Ballistic resistance
The product provides effective protection against a
variety of ballistics threats.

Features & benefits
-- Customised solutions which take
consideration to specific architectural
requirements, including those of
historical value, as well as listed
buildings.
-- Available as fixed or operable windows
with tilt, turn or sliding features and
as curtain walls.
-- Easy installation in new as well as
older buildings. Can be fitted behind
existing windows.
-- Anchorage minimum interfering with
the buildings components.
-- We provide Curtin Walls for all
blast levels, designed in a fashion
which allows for them to function
independently or integrated within an
existing structure in all building types.

Evidence-based technology
Forced entry
protection
The products meet the
demands for protection
against forced entry according to EN standards.

www.damasec.com

The system has an outstanding ability to
limit the level of load transfer to surrounding
walls. In this way, a blast is easily contained,
should a bomb hit. This eliminates the need
for massive, ungainly window frames and
heavy glazing units that detract from the
building’s overall appearance.
When mounted in existing buildings, the windows provide an exceptional level of blast
and ballistic protection. No heavy additional
reinforcement is required to secure building
openings.

Why call anyone else?
Bringing in many different contractors to supply and fit a physical protection
system is complicated and often does not give the best result. With Damasec,
you don’t have to. We find the best total solution and install it on your premises.
Ethical. Proactive. Confidential. Our values guide everything we do.
Find out more at www.damasec.com or call +45 7023 0093.
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